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In designing and creating a song, a song composer needs various music instruments to produce his music composition. The limitation of the various music instruments availability will be an obstacle. In this case, we need a tool to simulate music instruments’ voice. This tool is very useful in helping us to create a music composition. 
In this research we try to produce an application program, MIDI Composition Tools which can be used to not only represent various music instruments, but also play the created music composition. 
JFugue is an open source Java API (Application Programming Interface) without MIDI’s complexity. JFugue represent music in programming language form [6]. JFugue supplies feature such as Music String to write musical note, harmonic musical note, music instruments, duration, and track, MIDI file operation. 
Originally, JFugue represent music in string object which contain 11 music instructions as mention in Table 1.
Table 1. Music string
Music string	Explanation
Tone and brake	C, D, ….













This MIDI Composition Tools aplication program contains four sections as shown in the main aplication form in Figure 1.
	Compose, receive an input from user, translate it become a pattern in Music String form.
	Create MIDI File, to change Music String into MIDI File.
	Load MIDI File, to read MIDI file and change it into a pattern in Music String.
	Play Music, to play music, both pattern produced by Composer section and pattern produced by Load MIDI File section.


Figure 1. Main Form

The main classes used in this application program are:
	Pattern, class which has a function to receive an input in string form. User pass this input and then the program will convert it become Music String.
	Player, class which has a function to convert Music String produced by class Pattern becomes audio signal. Beside function to convert Music String, this class also has a function to save and to read MIDI file. This class use library file from java, java.io.* and javax.sound.midi.*
	TrackOb, class which used to arrange Music String, on/off track state, and instrument from a track.
	NotOb, class which used to arrange musical note will be added in a track.
	DurationOb, class which use to arrange the duration of musical note will be added in a track.
	ChordOb, class which use to arrange a chord addition in a track.
3.	EXPERIMENTS
To run this software, Java 5.0 or the newer version is required as platform to compile java programming. This application is package as MIDI Composition Tools.jar. We had done two kinds of experiments, Input system and Music String system experiment and MIDI file system experiment.
Input (Composer) system experiment and Music String system
Music note filling is done by press the ”tombol not balok” button. Then, a musical note will be added into the music string. This button has a tooltips which will inform us this button’s task, as shown in Figure 2.


Figure 2. Input (composer) music string

MIDI File system experiment
This experiment had been done by saving the music string into MIDI file, reopening the MIDI file and playing it. This procedure can be done using the program or other player, as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.


Figure 3. MIDI file reading


Figure 4. MIDI Player when file “123.mid” is sounded.
4.	CONCLUSION
We had done some experiments and survey on the result. We conclude that JFUGUE JAVA API supports all features which needed in music composition, except double-sharps and double-flats. The usage of differ music instruments can be done easily by copying the music string. Then, we can edit the music string according to the chosen music instrument’s characteristic. After the editing process, it put in different channel. The tenth channel (V9) is the only channel which can produce non-chromatic percussion voice, drum. 
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